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Coronavirus, COVID-19
The following information was received from our correspondent on 10 January:
QUOTE
In order to continue providing current information related with the measures and protocols due to
COVID 19 in the Caribbean, please ﬁnd attached an updated from December 28th 2020 to January
08th 2021.
As we mentioned in prior emails, we conﬁrm our compromised to continue our support on any matter
that might arise in the Caribbean area.
UNQUOTE

Correspondent’s contact details
Caribbean Marine Surveyors and Consulting
Phone: (+1786) 6002874 / (+58212) 988 5117
Fax: (+58212) 988 5298
Intl. Mobile : (+1786) 6096048
Mobile: (+58424) 242-3600
E-mail: terry.lopez@caribbeansurveyor.com / operations@caribbeansurveyor.com

This Correspondent’s advice is published by The Swedish Club as a service to members. While the
information is believed correct, the Club cannot assume responsibility for completeness or
accuracy.
lossprevention@swedishclub.com

www.swedishclub.com

DATE: FROM DECEMBER 28TH, 2020 TO JANUARY 8TH, 2021

ARUBA:
On January 4, 2021, the Minister of Public Health of Aruba, Dangui Oduber, reported that during the course of this year an Electronic Health
Passport will be required for people traveling to Aruba. This document will contain non-confidential medical information about the person,
including whether they have been vaccinated or not and the results of the tests, and will generate a health certificate in the form of a QR
code. The effective date of this travel requirement will be reported in due course.
On January 6, 2021, the Government of Aruba extended the curfew on the island from January 7 to January 31, 2021 from 23:00 hrs to
05:00 hrs.
The restrictions and protocols related with the prevention of the spread the COVID 19 announced by the authorities at all Ports remain
applicable and compulsory (please see last update).
Crew change is allowed under specific conditions (Please check last update).
In case that a crew member presents a Non-COVID 19 injury or illness, health authorities has to be informed and they will be the one who
authorized the disembark to shore medical assistance in the public or private hospital system.

BAHAMAS:
The government of the Bahamas has not announced any change regarding the measures taken to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
The restrictions and protocols related with the prevention of the spread the COVID 19 announced by the authorities at all Ports remain
applicable and compulsory (please see last update).
Crew changes is allowed.
In case that a crew member presents a Non-COVID 19 injury or illness, health authorities has to be informed and they will be the one who
authorized the disembark to shore medical assistance in the public or private hospital system.

The Government of Bermuda established some changes in the curfew period from 00:00 hrs to 05:00 hrs, which will be in effect until further
notice. This period is similar to that established in the restrictions during Phase 4.
Bermuda Shipping and Maritime Authority implemented restrictions and protocols related to the prevention of the spread of COVID 19, which
must be complied with by all vessels that arrive at its ports. (See the last update for more details)
Crew changes is allowed with restrictions.
In case that a crew member presents a Non-COVID 19 injury or illness, health authorities has to be informed and they will be the one who
authorized the disembark to shore medical assistance in the public or private hospital system.

BONAIRE:
The government of Bonaire has not announced any change regarding the measures taken to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
The restrictions and protocols related with the prevention of the spread the COVID 19 announced by the authorities at all Ports remain
applicable and compulsory (please see last update).
Crew changes are allowed with restrictions.
In case that a crew member presents a Non-COVID 19 injury or illness, health authorities has to be informed and they will be the one who
authorized the disembark to shore medical assistance in the public or private hospital system.

COLOMBIA:
On January 6, 2021, the Minister of Health and Social Protection, Fernando Ruiz Gómez, reported that Resolution 002 was issued regarding
the request for PCR tests as a requirement for travelers entering the country. The Resolution establishes that the embarkation of travelers
who are in the country of origin do not present PCR test must be allowed, when they verbally state that they had difficulties to take the
mentioned test or to obtain the result in the term required prior to the flight. For these purposes, the verbal manifestation of the passenger
will be sufficient, which will be understood to be made under the gravity of oath.
The passenger must inform the Migration officer at the time of immigration control if he has a PCR test with a negative result for Covid-19,
performed within 96 hours prior to boarding or if he chooses to:


Perform the aforementioned test in Colombia and do preventive isolation until it has a negative result of it, or



Carry out preventive isolation for 14 days or during the term indicated by the health authority, in case you choose not to take the test in
Colombia.

Travelers must also inform the address in which the preventive isolation will be kept.
The value of the PCR test and the costs derived from preventive isolation will be the responsibility of the traveler.
The restrictions and protocols related with the prevention of the spread the COVID 19 announced by the authorities at all Ports remain
applicable and compulsory (please see last update).
Crew changes are allowed with restrictions.
In case that a crew member presents a Non-COVID 19 injury or illness, health authorities has to be informed and they will be the one who
authorized the disembark to shore medical assistance in the public or private hospital system.

CUBA:
On December 28, 2020, the authorities of the Ministry of Health announced the application of the following International Health Control
Measures:
 Reduction in the entry of travelers from the United States, Mexico, Panama, Bahamas, Haiti and the Dominican Republic, starting on
January 1, 2021, for which the authorities of the Civil Aeronautics of Cuba readjust the necessary details with the airlines.
 Presentation of a PCR test with a negative result for COVID-19, 72 hours before the start of the trip. This measure will take effect on
January 10, 2021.
 Upon arrival in Cuba, the currently established health protocols will continue to be implemented; which include carrying out a new PCR
test at the border and, in the case of international travelers who do not arrive as tourists, another PCR test five days after their arrival.
On January 4, 2021 Roberto Morales Ojeda, Deputy Prime Minister reported the following:
 The province of Pinar del Río goes to phase three of the recovery stage, and the provinces of Matanzas and Villa Clara are moved back
to that same phase.
 Return to phase one of the recovery stage to the Mayabeque and Artemisa provinces.
 In all the territories that regress in the recovery phases, reinforcement measures are applied, especially hygienic-sanitary
The restrictions and protocols related to the prevention of the spread of COVID 19 announced by the authorities in all ports remain applicable
and mandatory (see last update).
The ban on crew changes continues.
In the event that any crew member presents a Non-COVID 19 injury or illness, the health authorities must be informed and will authorize the
disembarkation for medical assistance on the ground in the hospital system.

CURACAO:
On January 1, 2021, the following measures are applicable:
Travel from low risk countries
The countries Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda, Aruba, Bonaire, Dominica, Grenada, Bermuda, Cayman Islands, British Virgin Islands,
Montserrat, Saba, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Barthelemy, Saint Eustatius, Saint Maarten, Saint Martin, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines,
Saint Lucia, Turks and Caicos, are considered low risk. Passengers from these countries, before their departure, must comply with the
following steps:
1. Complete the digital immigration card online prior to departure at dicardcuracao.com.
2. Within 48 hours before departure, they must digitally fill out the Passenger Locator Card (PLC) at dicardcuracao.com and bring a printed
proof document.
Travel from high risk countries
Countries not mentioned above are considered high risk. Passengers from these countries, before their departure, must comply with the
mandatory steps for passengers from low-risk countries, additionally, they must show the negative result of a certified COVID-19 PCR test
and upload a printed test of this document. The test is taken a maximum of 72 hours before departure, in an accredited laboratory. Negative
COVID-19 PCR test results must be recorded at dicardcuracao.com prior to departure.
Entry conditions that apply to all travelers (from low and high risk countries):


If you have been in contact with a person who tested positive for COVID-19 within 14 days prior to arrival, they will be placed in mandatory
quarantine.



You must carry a printed document that certifies the mandatory steps that you must follow during the trip.



You must be properly insured for medical care and any additional expenses in case you must be in quarantine or if you become ill during
your stay.

The precautionary measures for COVID-19 announced by the authorities on December 8, 2020 are still is use until January 11, 2021, which
are: curfew throughout the country between 21:00 hrs and 04:30 hrs, the mandatory use of masks in closed spaces and public transport,
and the availability of public transport until 21:00 hrs.
All crew changes are subject to approval by the Covid Crisis team and they will arrange all transportation.
The following documents must be presented at least 5 days before the crew change: copy of passport, navigation book, medical certificate,
ship's maritime health status, any other information.

The restrictions and protocols related to the prevention of the spread of COVID 19 established by the authorities in all ports remain mandatory
(see previous updates).
In the event that any crew member presents an injury or illness other than COVID 19, the health authorities must be informed and they will
authorize the landing to receive medical assistance in the hospital system.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC:
New measures were implemented to stop COVID-19, according to Presidential Decree No. 740-20 of December 30, 2020, please see the
following:


It is established that from January 1 to January 10 the curfew will be from 17:00 hrs. until 05:00 hrs., Monday through Friday, with two
hours of free transit to reach their homes at 19:00 hrs.



It is established that on Saturday 9, as well as Sunday 10, January 2021, the curfew will be from 12:00 hrs to 05:00 hrs.



During curfew hours, international passengers and operators of private or commercial vehicles that are transferring them, as well as
employees of the maritime and air transport sector duly identified, will be allowed to circulate in transit to or from ports and airports,
among other people.

Free platique and medical protocol remains unchanged (see prior update for more details).
Crew changes are allowed, however, authorization from the High Level Presidential Commission is required. Required documents: crew
details, passport copy and preliminary flight details to request authorization.
The restrictions and protocols related to the prevention of the spread of COVID 19 announced by the authorities in all ports continue to be
applicable and mandatory (see the latest update).
Medical assistance is possible, but must be approved by the authorities, at this time it is analyzed on a case-by-case basis and is very
restrictive.

FRENCH GUIANA:
On January 3, 2021, the authorities announced that all preventive and restrictive measures applied on December 15, 2020 in the territory to
stop the circulation of COVID 19, are extended until further notice. Among these measures as follow:


Curfew from 21:00 hrs to 05:00 hrs, 7 days a week in 5 municipalities of the territory: Cayenne, Rémire-Montjoly, Matoury, Macouria and
Kourou.



The municipalities of Apatou, Camopi, Grand-Santi, Mana, Maripasoula, Saint-Georges de l'Oyapock, Saint-Laurent du Maroni and
Sinnamary are subject to curfew from 10 p.m. to 5 a.m., 7 days a week.



The municipalities of Awala-Yalimapo, Montsinery, Iracoubo, Ouanary, Papaichton, Régina, Saint Elie, Saul and Roura are not affected
by the curfew.

The PCR test is mandatory for all travelers entering French Guiana.
The borders remain closed.
The restrictions and protocols related to the prevention of the spread of COVID 19 announced by the authorities in all Ports remain applicable
and mandatory (see last update).
The ban on crew changes continues.
In the event that a crew member presents a Non-COVID 19 injury or illness, the health authorities must be informed and authorize
disembarkation for medical assistance on the ground in the public or private hospital system.

ST EUSTATIUS:
The government of the St. Eustatius has not announced any change regarding the measures taken to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
The restrictions and protocols related with the prevention of the spread the COVID 19 announced by the authorities at all Ports remain
applicable and compulsory (please see last update).
Crew changes are allowed with restrictions.
In case that a crew member presents a Non-COVID 19 injury or illness, health authorities has to be informed and they will be the one who
authorized the disembark to shore medical assistance in the public or private hospital system.

SURINAME:
The government of Suriname has not announced any changes regarding the measures taken to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
The COVID-19 measures applied since December 16, 2020 are maintained, among which the following stand out:


Curfew on Saturdays and Sundays from 07:00 hrs to 05:00 hrs and from Monday to Friday from 21:00 hrs. to 05:00 hrs.



The transport of passengers by means of public transportation by road or water is only allowed with due observance of the health
protocol.



The air border remains partially open to the movement of people, provided that the specific conditions and protocols of the country where
the person comes from are met.

The authorities also reported that the new measures will be adjusted according to the evolution of the number of infections.
The restrictions and protocols related to the prevention of the spread of COVID 19 announced by the authorities in all ports continue to be
applicable and mandatory (see last update).
The crew change ban continues.
In the event that any crew member presents an injury or illness other than COVID 19, the health authorities must be informed and they will
authorize the landing of medical assistance on the ground in the public or private hospital system.

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO:
The Government of Trinidad and Tobago maintains the closure of the nation's airports and seaports to international passenger aircraft and
vessels until further notice, as well as other restrictions related to slowing the spread of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19). Only citizens
and legal residents, including students and cruise ship employees requesting an exemption, can re-enter, subject to mandatory quarantine
protocols.
Returning nationals and authorized residents must submit a negative COVID-19 test (PCR) recorded 72 hours prior to arrival. Upon arrival,
passengers will be placed in a state or state-supervised quarantine facility for seven days; They will be evaluated on the sixth day and
released once this test is negative.

Entry is allowed to international and regional flights and cargo ships carrying food, pharmaceuticals and cargo; however, unauthorized crews
cannot disembark from vessels.
The restrictions and protocols related with the prevention of the spread the COVID 19 announced by the authorities at all Ports remain
applicable and compulsory (please see last update).
Crew change remains forbidden.
In case that a crew member presents a Non-COVID 19 injury or illness, health authorities has to be informed and they will be the one who
authorized the disembark to shore medical assistance in the public or private hospital system.

VENEZUELA:
On January 1, 2021, the authorities announced the decision to resume the 7 + 7 scheme with the beginning of a radical quarantine from
Monday, January 4 to Sunday, January 10, 2021.
On January 8, 2021, the National Civil Aeronautics Institute (INAC) ratified that, according to the provisions of NOTAM C0037 / 21 and A0018
/ 21, commercial air operations between Venezuela and the countries of Turkey, Mexico and Bolivia continue to be open.
The restrictions and protocols related to the prevention of the spread of COVID 19 announced by the authorities in all ports remain applicable
and mandatory (see last update).
In the event that any crew member presents an injury or illness other than COVID 19, the health authorities must be informed and they will
authorize the landing of medical assistance on the ground in the public or private hospital system.
The issuance of safe conducts to key workers in the sector (seafarers and personnel associated with the port-ship interface) continues, to
guarantee their mobilization on land, as indicated by the Maritime Authority in Circular No. 014 (Special Notice 011 COVID-19) April 27,
2020.
NOTE:
INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM OFFICIAL SOURCES

